CableEye® Operator Screen for Production Testing

Simplified Control Screen for Fast Operator Training

CableEye software† includes an optional Simplified Operator Panel intended for production testing. Compatible with touch-screen operation, this panel temporarily replaces the standard CableEye control screen with a different one showing only the buttons and graphics important to a production worker. This results in faster training, fewer setup errors, and a greater comfort level for workers with minimal computer experience.

Activate the screen in any Macro by inserting the new instruction “SHOW PANEL ...” as the first line in the script, as shown on the right. “SHOW PANEL 2” appears in the graphic above and provides some simple controls for troubleshooting a bad cable, such as Continuous Test and Probe. “SHOW PANEL 1” (not illustrated) does not include any troubleshooting tools and would be used strictly for testing.

This panel may be applied to ANY Macro or JavaScript program that you now use with no limitations to printing, data logging, bar code scanning, or other functions normally performed in a script. This customized Automation Script may be saved to the desktop as a shortcut to be used on production workstations.

† Version 5.4-B1388 and later. Software upgrades are available at no charge to any CableEye user with an active warranty and may be obtained by out-of-warranty users when renewing their warranty or purchasing a software upgrade.